Teaching with Zoom –
The Zoom interface defines students as Participants and Instructors as the Meeting Host.

Students/Participants can interact in a remote class by:

1) Raising their hand.

Providing Nonverbal Feedback During Meetings (Students)
To provide nonverbal feedback to the instructor or host of the meeting:
1. Join a Zoom meeting as a participant.
2. Click the Participants button.
3. Click on the Raise Hand icon in the bottom right to provide feedback to the host. Click the icon again to remove it.

The blue hand icon will appear next to your name in the participants list when raised.

Managing Nonverbal Feedback During Meetings (Instructor or Host)

Managing Nonverbal Feedback (Instructor or Host):
Click the Participants button to see a list of participants and their nonverbal feedback.

In the participants list, you can view and manage feedback using these features:
- If a participant clicked on a raise hand icon, you’ll see that blue icon beside their name.
- If a participant clicked raise hand, you can lower their hand by hovering over their name and clicking Lower Hand.